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The Girl with the Silver Eyes is a mystery about a young girl named Katie Welker. Katie was 

born with silver eyes which made her feel different from other people and caused many people to fear 
her, including her own parents. Not only were her eyes silver, but she had paranormal powers and 
could move things just by thinking about them. Katie doesn’t have many friends because everyone 
believes she is strange and weird with silver eyes. She doesn’t fit in and it is difficult for her to make 
and keep friends. Katie would never hurt a soul, but not everyone agrees with that.  Katie discovers 
that there might be other kids that have silver eyes just like her, as well as the same abilities Katie 
possesses.  She searches for these other “silver-eyed” children in hopes that they would be able to 
defend her and prove that she would never use her abilities to cause harm to anyone.  

I truly enjoyed reading this book!  Since it was a mystery book, it kept me guessing the whole 
time I was reading and it  was very difficult to put the book down. My favorite character in the book 
was the main character, Katie Welker.  I loved how Katie was trying to hide from the police and find 
the other “silver-eyed” children. I enjoyed reading how Katie makes “true” friends, does her own 
research, and goes off on a journey to find answers to her questions and by doing this, saves herself. 
Katie states, “Mrs. Michaelmas is my friend. Even if she doesn’t understand what I do or how I do it. 
Jackson Jones is my friend, too. He doesn’t have special powers either, but he helped me.”  During 
her journey, Katie finally makes new friends that are different than her.  She realizes how special 
friendships can be and that she can depend on them when needed. I can relate to Katie Welker 
because I have an eye impairment as well. I have been teased and picked on by others because of 
how my eyes move back and forth constantly.  At times, I have felt that people have judged me 
because of how my eyes move instead of knowing who I am as a person, which is what Katie 
experienced in the story as well. 

I recommend this book to anyone aged nine and up who truly loves solving mysteries. I was 
disappointed to find that there isn’t a sequel to this book.  I would’ve enjoyed reading what happened 
to the silver-eyed children when they started at their new school. This book was an exciting story to 
read.  

 
 


